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IONIZING RADIATION AS A SOURCE OF BOTH OCCUPATIONAL AND
PUBLIC EXPOSURE . IS THERE ANY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM?

CONCLUSIONS FOR RADIATION PROTECTION PRACTICE

G. Vasilev. National Center of Radiobiology and Radiation Protection. Sofia

The quantity "individual effective dose" is a generally accepted universal measure of
human exposure to ionizing radiation. Along with derivative quantities as "expected
effective dose", "collective effective dose" etc., it is used for assessment of both
occupational and public exposures. This concerns all types of ionizing radiation and
all ways of exposure: external, internal, potential, emergency etc. International
statistic data (e.g. the report of UNSCEAR - 2000) as well as relevant Bulgarian data
covering the end of 20* century show that actually the difference between the
occupational and public exposure merges. Thus the natural background exposure in
Bulgaria equals an average of 2,3 mSv/a. It is distributed as follows:
- External exposure (natural background and secondary cosmic rays): 0,7 mSv/a;
- Internal exposure: 1,6 mSv/a (1,2 - by radon and daughters products, 0,4 — by other
radionuclides).
The external exposure in different regions varies within the range of about ± 25%. On
the other hand the radon concentrations in dwellings vary in a wide range: from 2,5 to
250 Bq/m3 at a geometrical mean of 22 Bq/m3 (equilibrium equivalent concentration).
It means that in fact the natural background exposure could vary from 1,0 to 5,0
mSv/a (this range could be wider). At the same time, the occupational exposure as a
rule is lower than the natural background exposure over the last decade. The
occupation exposure in different fields is as follows:
- Medicine: 1,0 mSv/a;
- Science, education etc.: 0,9 mSv/a;
- NPP workers: 2,0 mSv/a.
These are average values that vary within the range of about ± 50%. It is evident that
the difference between the two ways of exposure: either to both natural background
radiation and occupational exposure or natural background exposure only, merges
which equalizes the total radiation risk for each population group. Nevertheless the
scientific conceptions of the risk and the radiation protection standards, several
conclusions were drawn from the radiation protection practice, some of them should
be mentioned:
1. Necessity for rendering an account of the individual natural background exposure

when the occupational risk is assessed.
2. Building of an adequate national system for record and limitation of the individual

exposure by medical use of ionizing radiation (diagnostics and therapy). Currently
in Bulgaria only the X-ray and radioisotope diagnostics cause exposure within the
range of 1,0 mSv/a.

3. Significant increase in the data base concerning the exposure of the Bulgarian
population to radon as well as building gradually a national system for limitation
of this exposure.

4. Re-examination of the dosimetry control systems for occupational exposure:
frequency, range and nature of this control.

5. Re-examination of the social compensations for radiation risk considering the real
conditions.
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